
WELCOME!

If you need assistance connecting you can ask questions in 
the chat box

Open the chat box by clicking this icon       at the bottom of 
your screen.

Connect to the audio via 
Computer or Phone.

Once you are connected 
you will automatically be 
muted.
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HOUSEKEEPING
Questions during the presentation? Use 
the chat function and we will 
address them, or send us an email 
(contact info on last slide) 

PDF copy of the deck can be
distributed at request – email 
Katherine.chan@Canada.ca and 
specify if you attended Part 1 or 
Part 2 of today’s session

mailto:Katherine.chan@Canada.ca


STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS FOR 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND 
ALLIED PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS REGULATIONS
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INTRODUCTIONS & 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Today’s presenters: 
Audrey Boitson (Compliance Promotion, PNR)
Katie Chan (Compliance Promotion, PYR)
Melissa Maissan (Enforcement Branch and 
Compliance Promotion, PNR)



DISCLAIMER

This material has been prepared for convenience of 
reference and accessibility and does not have an official 
character. It is of a general nature only. 

For all purposes of interpreting and applying the 
regulations, users must consult the official version of the 
Storage Tank Systems for Petroleum Products and Allied 
Petroleum Products Regulations and seek their own legal 
advice as appropriate.
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OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

• Legislative Framework
• Background
• Application
• Overview

– Requirements
– Identification

• New Installations
– Responsibilities
– Certified Installers
– ASTs, USTs

• Regulatory Change
• Resources and Contacts



LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA 1999)



Storage Tank Systems for Petroleum Products and Allied 
Petroleum Products Regulations (SOR/2008-197)



Compliance with regulatory requirements to ensure 
protection of the environment
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HARMONIZATION WITH 
PROVINCIAL AND TERRITORIAL 

REQUIREMENTS
• Part 9 of CEPA 1999 ensures 

that the activities of federal 
government operations and 
federal and aboriginal land can 
be regulated along the same 
lines as the activities regulated 
under provincial law. While 
federal departments, agencies, 
boards and commissions and 
Crown corporations are likely 
beyond the reach of provincial 
law, some federal works and 
undertakings (FWUs) such as 
commercial banks and trucking 
are likely within the reach of 
provincial law. 
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CANADIAN COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT (CCME)

• Was developed with voluntary 
assistance of industry experts 
who have contributed to the 
work of the National Task Force 
on Storage Tanks.

• Is a Code of Practice for 
Aboveground and Underground 
Storage Tank Systems

• Applicable technical standards 
in the code of practice (CCME) 
are listed in Section 14 of the 
STR

Canadian council of Ministers of the Environment, 2003
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BACKGROUND OF 
REGULATIONS

10

• Petroleum products and allied 
petroleum products are everywhere in 
society.

• Petroleum products are used to fulfill 
basic needs such as the provision of 
heat and transportation, and also to 
pursue recreational activities.

• Storage tank systems can be a single 
tank just large enough to provide 
heating oil to an individual dwelling, or 
multiple larger tanks used for fleet 
fuelling, product distribution or fuel 
supply.



ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH 
EFFECTS

• Releases of petroleum 
products from storage tank 
systems are responsible 
for approximately 66% of 
contaminated sites on 
federal and aboriginal 
lands in Canada. 

• Tanks inappropriately 
disposed of can re-enter 
the market and cause site 
contamination, or be used 
for inappropriate purposes 
such as bus shelters for 
children or water tanks. 
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RELEASE CAN IMPACT THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND HUMANS
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APPLICATION OF THE STR



APPLICATION
The regulations apply to:

• Aboveground and underground storage tank systems (STS) 
that store petroleum products and allied petroleum products, 
and:

• Belong to or are operated to provide a service to:

• Federal government

• Crown corporations

• Ports, airports and railways

OR

• Are located on:

• Federal land

• Aboriginal land
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APPLICATION

2500 L

No, not captured

≤2500 Liters

>2500 Liters Combined 

Capacity

2501 L

Yes, captured

1300 L 1300 L

Heating appliances or emergency generators

1000 L 1000 L
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APPLICATION - EXCEPTIONS
S.2(2)

• Aboveground tanks with a combined capacity ≤ 2 500 liters (550 
imperial gallons) AND connected to heating appliance or 
emergency generator 

• Systems regulated under the National Energy Board Act or the 
Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act

Systems NOT covered: 

• “Indoor” system IF building provides 
secondary containment

• Unprocessed petroleum products
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OVERVIEW & 
IDENTIFICATION



THE REGULATIONS
All Systems

System is identified and FIRSTS is updated as required (section 28)

No delivery to unidentified system (section 29)

Releases to the environment are prohibited (section 2.1) Report all releases

Product transfer area designed to prevent releases (section 15)

Up to date emergency plan (sections 30–32)

Leaking system immediately withdrawn from service (section 3) 

Other operational and maintenance requirements (sections 35 to 40)

Recordkeeping (section 46)

Permanent withdrawal and removal (section 44-45)

New systems (installed on or after June 12, 2008)

Compliance with technical and installation requirements (sections 33 and 34) (section 14)

Other operational and maintenance requirements (sections 35 to 40)

Existing systems (installed before June 12, 2008)

Leak detection for components without secondary containment and for sumps (sections 16 to 27) 

Withdrawal from service of high-risk systems (sections 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10)

See the Regulations – This table is not exhaustive and does not replace the Regulations
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RECORD KEEPING
Record Location of Record Length of Time 

Record Retained

System identification number upon delivery Deliverer’s records Five years

Documents relating to the installation of system On site Life of the system

Emergency plan On site Life of the system

Documents relating to withdrawal from service On site Five years

Documents relating to the removal of systems On site Five years

Inspection records relating to a corrosion analysis 
program for aboveground piping without secondary 
containment

On site Life of the system

Other test results related to operating corrosion 
protection

On site Five years

Inspection, detection, monitoring and test records for 
vertical aboveground tanks without secondary 
containment

On site Life of the system

Other inspections and tests carried out including leak 
tests on tanks, piping or other components

On site Five years

Inventory reconciliation On site Five years

Records associated with the oil-water separator On site Five years

Records associated with bottom water in tanks On site Five years
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IDENTIFICATION
• When?

– Before first fill for new tank systems

– Existing tank systems: ASAP!! 

• How?

– Online via FIRSTS – quickest and easiest option

www.canada.ca/petroleum-products-storage-tanks

– Request a FIRSTS account: 

ec.registrereservoir-tankregistry.ec@canada.ca

– Submit required information in Schedule 2

• Once Identified…

– Display ID number on or near tank system

– If information changes, you have 60 days to provide updates 
ECCC (section 28)

20

Remember: 

no ID = no delivery (s.29)



NEW STORAGE TANK 
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS



Purpose of New Installation Sections

• Is to prevent inadequate or poorly installed tanks and 
components which could be sources of leak causing 
significant soil and groundwater contamination. 



OWNERS RESPONSIBILITY Sec 34

Before the first transfer of petroleum the 
Owner of tank systems must use:

a) Design plans 

b) Drawings

c) Specification of the systems that bear the stamp and 
signature of a Professional Engineer. 



OWNERS RESPONSIBILITY Sec 34(2)

• As-built drawings stamped and signed by a 
professional engineer

– Outline of all tanks and buildings

– Centreline of all piping and underground 
electrical power / monitor sensor conduits

– Property lines

– Secondary containment systems
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OWNERS RESPONSIBILITY Sec 33

Owners must:

Have the system installed by a person
approved to do so by the Province or, if the 
Province has not been approved; a 
professional engineer



WHO IS APPROVED TO INSTALL IN 
YOUR PROVINCE/TERRITORY?

https://cpcaonline.com/

For certified STS installers in BC contact the Industry Training Authority of British 
Columbia (ITA)

https://itabc.ca/

Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan – all vary – check complete list

*No certified installers for the North –an engineer is required for installation of STS

For a complete list of Certified tank installers visit:

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/storage-
tanks-petroleum-allied-products/certified-installers.html

https://cpcaonline.com/
https://itabc.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/storage-tanks-petroleum-allied-products/certified-installers.html


NEW SYSTEMS - DESIGN

• Section 14

• CCME Code of Practice

• ASTs – Part 3

• USTs – Part 4

• Piping – Part 5

• Oil-water separators – Part 8

• Tank system design plans, drawings and specifications 
stamped by a professional engineer

• Product compatibility
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NEW SYSTEM – INSTALLATION

• System installation by a provincially approved installer IF 
there is an approval process (Section 33)

– Otherwise, supervised by a professional engineer

• As-built drawings stamped and signed by a professional 
engineer (Section 34(2))

– Outline of all tanks and buildings

– Centreline of all piping and underground electrical power / 
monitor sensor conduits

– Property lines

– Secondary containment systems
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TYPES OF TANK SYSTEMS

Tanks can be described as:

1. Aboveground vs. Underground

2. Horizontal vs. Vertical

3. Steel vs. Fiberglass

4. Shop-fabricated vs. Field Erected 
(American Petroleum Institute or APIs)



WHY IS A CERTIFIED 
INSTALLER/ OR P.ENG

REQUIRED?

They are the professionals- you are paying 
for a job well done and in accordance with 
CofP and therefore STR

Let’s take a look at some improper  
installations…….



WHAT’S WRONG HERE?



WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS 
SUMP?



WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS?



SEE ANY PROBLEMS WITH THIS 
SET UP?



WHAT HAPPENED HERE AND 
WHY?



OWNER/OPERATOR 
RESPONSIBILITIES Sec 14

All components of a storage tank system must carry a certification mark 
set out in section 14 of the Regulations

Systems or the component conforms to the applicable requirements are
set out in the following provisions of the CCME Code of Practice 
(CoP)

*Some sections of the CoP are included and other excluded from the regulations!

Follow this link to a pdf of the CCME Code of Practice:

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-
change/services/pollutants/storage-tanks-petroleum-allied-
products/regulations.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/storage-tanks-petroleum-allied-products/regulations.html


ABOVEGROUND STORAGE 
TANK SYSTEMS



NEW SYSTEM - AST

Typical Installation

Copyright © 1999 By Steel Tank Institute. All Rights Reserved.
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NEW SYSTEM –Aboveground (AST)

Shop-fabricated CCME CoP Part 3 

• Containment sumps as applicable

• Over fill protection as specified

• Corrosion protection

• Horizontal AST supported above grade level
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CONTAINMENT SUMPS AND 
OVERFILL PROTECTION

Section 3.4.1(e) Shop-fabricated Storage Tank 
system shall: 

e) Have containment sumps as applicable

-Will prevent product from escaping during a fill 
conformance with section 3.6.2. 

-Tanks less than 5, 000 L in volume, overfill 
protection can be a visual monitoring and 
gauging by an employee 



TYPES OF SUMPS

• Transition-used when there is a change in pipe material or moving 
from one grade to another (aboveground to underground) 

• Dispenser-sits under a dispenser cabinet and contains pipes, valves 
and joints

• Pump- houses a pump



NEW SYSTEM – AST

• Compatible with filling method

• Device to prevent fill to greater than 
95% capacity or audible / visual 
alarm at 90% capacity with personnel

OR

• If < 5000 liters, constant visual 
monitoring and level gauging by 
trained personnel

Overfill protection (shop fabricated)
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NEW SYSTEM – AST

Corrosion control

• Required for steel ASTs

• Cathodic protection (for

field erected tanks)

• Corrosion resistant coating

Remember…

Corrosion Can Be Eliminated 
By Using A Non-corroding 
Material (I.E., Composite)
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NEW SYSTEM – AST

Secondary containment volume

• If one tank, ≥110% of tank capacity

• If 2 or more tanks, ≥100% of largest tank plus 10% of 
greatest volume of either largest tank or aggregate of 
others
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NEW SYSTEM - AST

Secondary containment volume

10,000 L tank

Secondary Containment =110% = 11,000 L

10,000 L tank + 3 x 2,500 L tanks

Secondary Containment =110% = 11,000 L

(10,000 > 7500)

10,000 L tank + 8000 L tank + 4000 L tank

Secondary Containment = 110% = 11,200 L

(12,000 > 10,000)
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NEW SYSTEM – AST
Systems storing used oil

• Secondary containment

• Specific design standards based on 
whether they are manually or 
mechanically filled
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE 
TANK SYSTEMS



NEW SYSTEM - UST

Typical Installation

Fiberglass reinforced plastic construction

Copyright © 1999 By Steel Tank Institute. All Rights Reserved.
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NEW SYSTEM – UST

Requirements CCME CoP Part 4

• Double-walled tank with monitorable interstitial space

• Overfill protection device

• Spill containment device on fill pipe

• Containment sumps

• Leak detection

• Corrosion protection

Remember…

Certification mark is required.
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NEW SYSTEM – UST

Secondary containment

• Required by the Regulations

• Three examples:

• Double-walled steel

• Double-walled fiberglass 
reinforced plastic

• Jacketed steel

Test interstitial monitoring 
system according to 
manufacturer's instructions.
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NEW SYSTEM – UST

Overfill protection

• Required by the Regulations

• Three examples:

• Overfill alarm

• Automatic shut-off

• Ball float valves
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NEW SYSTEM – UST

Spill containment device

• Fill pipe spill containment device required

• Where applicable, containment sumps needed
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NEW SYSTEM – UST

• Required for steel USTs
• Certification mark OR

cathodic protection 
designed by corrosion 
expert

• Types include:
• Cathodic protection
• Corrosion resistant 

coating
• Corrosion control 

program

Corrosion protection
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NEW SYSTEM – UST

Corrosion protection

• Jacketed steel tank

• Double-walled fiberglass

reinforced plastic tank

• Coated and cathodically

protected steel tank

Cathodic protection

• Impressed current system

• Galvanic (sacrificial) anode 
system
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REGULATORY CHANGE:
STORAGE TANK 
REGULATIONS



REGULATORY REVIEW PROCESS

56

Cabinet Directive on Regulation Requires departments and 
agencies to regularly review existing regulatory stock to 
ensure that regulations continue to be appropriate, 
effective and achieve intended policy objectives.
Scope includes:

• determining the effectiveness of the regulations in 
achieving their stated objectives.

• mitigating unintended impacts, such as barriers to 
trade or innovation.

• ensuring that references to technical standards are 
accurate and, where appropriate, incorporate the 
latest version.



REGULATORY REVIEW PROCESS

57

• STR will be reviewed under ECCC’s Stock Review Plan 
for 2019-2029.
• The review is looking at all aspects of the 

regulations (effectiveness, impacts, etc.)
• Outcome of the review will be published by the 

Department. 
• Will include a public consultation process

• Recommendation on need for regulatory changes 
will be based on internal and external feedback. 

• It is expected that substantive amendments to the 
STR will be required given the number of known 
issues.



REGULATORY CHANGE:
WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 
EFFLUENT REGULATIONS



NOTICE OF INTENT TO AMEND 
THE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS EFFLUENT 

REGULATIONS
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The Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations set national quality 
standards for effluent achievable through “secondary wastewater 
treatment”
• Applies to systems that collect an average daily volume of 100 

cubic metres (m3 ) or more of influent & deposit effluent into 
water frequented by fish, or into a place that may enter water 
frequented by fish.

ECCC is seeking input on proposed amendments to the WSER, in 
particular on transitional and temporary bypass authorizations.
• Open for comments from June 27, 2020 to December 31, 2021.
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-
change/corporate/transparency/consultations/amendments-wastewater-
systems-effluent-regulations.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/corporate/transparency/consultations/amendments-wastewater-systems-effluent-regulations.html


NOTICE OF INTENT TO AMEND 
THE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS EFFLUENT 

REGULATIONS
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Transitional Authorizations: 

• Communities could apply for an extension (transitional 
authorization) if they could not meet the effluent quality 
standards. 
• Deadline to apply was June, 2014. 
• Many communities did not apply and may have been eligible.

• Proposing to allow eligible communities opportunity to apply for 
transitional authorization. 
• The rules for qualifying and the deadlines to upgrade or build 

a new wastewater treatment facility would remain the same.



NOTICE OF INTENT TO AMEND 
THE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS EFFLUENT 

REGULATIONS

61

Temporary Bypass Authorizations: 

• Allow releases from wastewater treatment plants who do 
not meet the effluent standards for a short period. 
• Eg. releases occuring when municipalities need to 

maintain, repair, and upgrade their wastewater 
treatment plants.

• Proposing to expand the existing temporary bypass 
authorizations in the Regulations to include planned 
releases of wastewater from sewer systems. 



RESOURCES
www.canada.ca/petroleum-products-storage-tanks 

Where you can find:
• FIRSTS
• Tank Tips
• The Regulations
• YouTube application video
• The CCME Environmental Code of Practice for Aboveground and Underground 

Storage Tank Systems Containing Petroleum and Allied Petroleum Products

Environmental and Wildlife Enforcement
https://www.canada.ca/fr/environnement-changement-climatique/services/application-lois-
environnementales.html

Compliance and Enforcement Policy for the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 
www.publications.gc.ca/site/eng/9.662749/publication.html

National Fire Code of Canada
www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/solutions/advisory/codes_centre_index.html
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CONTACT INFORMATION

63

Pacific & 
Yukon

Prairie & 
Northern 

(Manitoba)

Prairie & 
Northern 
(Alberta)

Katie Chan
(236) 427-6157
(604) 340-8730

Katherine.Chan@
Canada.ca

Audrey Boitson
(431) 336-1471

Audrey.Boitson@
Canada.ca

Melissa Maissan
(780) 288-3709

Melissa.Maissan@
Canada.ca

mailto:Katherine.Chan@Canada.ca
mailto:Katherine.Chan@Canada.ca
mailto:Melissa.Maissan@Canada.ca
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